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KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY ASSISTANT GOVERNOR OF BNM ADNAN
ZAYLANI AT IFN ASIA FORUM 2020 — ‘REVITALIZING THE ECONOMY
THROUGH VALUE-BASED FINANCE’
Assalamualaikum and a good afternoon to all.
“A hopeful person sees opportunities in every
difficulty” — it is in this spirit that we are
gathered here today, amid this health and
economic crisis, at 2020 IFN Asia Forum. A
very warm welcome to all, and thank you to
the organizers for inviting me to deliver this
address.
Revitalizing the economy is becoming an
increasingly pressing imperative. Livelihoods
are at stake. And as this crisis goes on, at
some point, we need to replenish our capacity
and buffers and rebuild our resilience.
Unfortunately, we see countries experiencing
a fresh spike in COVID-19 cases with the total
number worldwide approaching 60 million.
In addition to the human tragedy, the output
losses and costs are escalating. The IMF
estimated that the cost of the pandemic to
the global economy will reach US$28 trillion
by 2025, a staggering number. Nonetheless,
global economic activity has shown
improvements and there is hope in a vaccine.
But the road remains challenging. Coupled with
this is tackling the climate risk challenge. For
now, there is some respite with the economic
slowdown reducing environmentally damaging
activities. But we know this is not an optimal
nor long-term desirable situation. Moving
forward, these 2Cs (COVID-19 and climate
change) will weigh on us and finding new
solutions, [and] striking a better balance will be
important in striving for a sustainable economic
recovery.
Islamic finance has much to offer. The moral
and ethical values provide a foundation of a
system that considers, beyond profits, issues
of public interest, transparency and good
governance, inclusion and sustainability.
Traditional finance, as is often after any crisis,
tends to self-reflect exactly upon these issues.
This has led to the embracing of aspirations
such as stakeholder capitalism, sustainability,
or more recently, a proposition of a kind of
reset of the economic system to deal with all
the current challenges. Islamic finance already
has many of these embedded. And so is our
claim.
The question then is how has it fared? Has
Islamic finance been part of the solution to
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these challenges, in particular, this crisis? Has
Islamic finance measured up to expectations in
delivering value to the economy and society?
Has the industry acted with compassion and
demonstrated agility in serving its customers in
times of urgent need?
By and large, the global Islamic finance
community has responded. Across many
Islamic finance markets, financial relief
facilities were made available. Deferment to
repayments was granted, including waivers on
customary charges. Restructuring facilities was
also widely offered to those in need. All as part
of the packages to support the recovery.
In Malaysia, Islamic finance also rose to the
occasion, offering similar relief and working
in tandem with the industry at large, both on
the banking and Takaful side. Besides normal
financing, specific purpose funds of more
than RM10 billion [US$2.45 billion) primarily
for SMEs, including microenterprises, were
also well supported and intermediated by
Islamic financial institutions. These facilities
had concessionary rates and were targeted at
sectors in dire need including such [those] hardhit [such] as tourism and retail services. The
industry was also at the forefront in providing
assistance to individuals and SMEs through
an industry-coordinated targeted repayment
assistance program. This is in addition to the
earlier moratorium on financing repayments
that significantly eased cash flow constraints.
The Takaful industry also implemented several
measures including providing temporary
deferment on Family Takaful contributions and
jointly establishing the COVID-19 Test Fund
with the insurance industry that contributed to
more testing for certificate holders.
But is this good enough? Our assessment thus
far is that the positive contribution and impact
of Islamic finance remain fairly modest. Islamic
financial institutions continue to be constrained
by limited operational capabilities to provide
agile and ‘best in-kind’ service to customers.
Resources are being channeled, but mainly to
address the short-term needs of the business.
Structural issues relating to infrastructure,
talent and impactful innovation continue to
build up. Corporate KPIs [key performance
indicators] remained misaligned to support
long-term objectives. Incentive structures may

ADNAN ZAYLANI MOHAMAD
ZAHID
Assistant Governor, Bank Negara
Malaysia
also not necessarily reflect the appropriate
approach in an environment where many
are experiencing job losses and reductions in
income. So there is still work to be done.
To this end, I would like to offer some thoughts
for Islamic finance to be part of solutionsbuilding, particularly in three key aspects:
sustainability, social finance and SMEs (the
3S’s).
Ladies and gentlemen,

Stewarding the transition of the
economy toward sustainability
In Islam, we are the custodians of nature. By
this principle of trusteeship, economic activities
should be conducted with a view to preserving
our environment and protecting societal
interest at large. Finance has an important
role to play in aligning economic decisions
with sustainability objectives and the valuebased intermediation (VBI) initiative involving
Islamic financial institutions in Malaysia, which
was first introduced in 2017, has continued to
advance forward.
The issuance of the VBI Financing and
Investment Impact Assessment Framework
[VBIAF] in November 2019 was a concrete
step toward encouraging closer alignment
of financing and investment decisions with
environmental, social and governance
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impact. In August this year, a series of
‘Sectoral Guidance for Palm Oil, Renewable
Energy and Energy Efficiency’ went for
consultation. Led by the VBI Community
of Practitioners, the sectoral guides aim
to provide technical and practical steps for
industry players to integrate sustainability
considerations in various business decisions.
Work is also underway to develop the next
VBIAF sectoral guides on manufacturing,
oil and gas, infrastructure and construction,
targeted for issuance in 2021.
These initiatives complement the more
targeted efforts for building climate
resilience within the Malaysian financial
sector via the Joint Committee on Climate
Change (JC3). A key priority under JC3 is
the development of a principles-based
taxonomy and climate risk management
guidance to prepare the financial sector
to support the transition to a low-carbon
economy. The discussion paper on this was
issued in December 2019 and is expected to
be finalized by early 2021. JC3 is also paving
the way for the adoption of the Task Force
on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
recommendations in the immediate future.
In all these initiatives, Islamic financial
institutions have consistently played an
active role. With strong stewardship by the
global Islamic finance community, further
progress can certainly be made toward
realizing the UN Sustainable Development
Goals.

Amplifying social impact
through innovation and
technology
The second aspect relates to optimizing
social finance to promote social resilience.
In essence, finance should aim to serve the
entire society. While steady progress has
been made in promoting financial inclusion
worldwide, 1.7 billion adults — a significant
portion of which are in Muslim-dominated
countries — remain without access to formal
financial services. Islamic finance can play a
significant role in narrowing the finance gap.
Two levers have immense potential: digital
finance and social finance. In Malaysia,
there is a growing appetite to infuse social
finance instruments in products and
services. Over the last three years, Islamic
financial institutions in Malaysia have
raised more than RM20 million [US$4.91
million] through incorporating Waqf,
Sadaqah and Zakat instruments to fund
projects related to healthcare, education
and business empowerment. Initiatives
such as myWakaf, Sadaqah houses and
Jariyah funds have expanded the frontiers
of Islamic finance into segments that
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would typically be excluded from formal
finance. The intermediation process is
also made more efficient through digital
means of payment and services. More
than 10 different channels are available
to mobilize social finance contributions
including online and mobile banking,
debit cards, QR functionalities as well as
the ATM. The integration of social finance
into Takaful offerings has also enabled the
provision of financial protection to 18,000
‘hardcore poor’ households in Malaysia, with
RM860,000 [US$211,066] death benefits
paid in 2019.
This integration of social finance in
mainstream Islamic financial services helps
to better internalize the social costs and
impact of finance provision. The valuesdriven approach in social finance motivates
financial institutions to go beyond profit
and manage more responsibly negative
externalities that may arise from financial
activities.

Embracing entrepreneurial
finance through wealth and
risk-sharing
The third aspect is empowering SMEs
through embracing entrepreneurial finance
and supporting trade activities. This is in
line with the fundamental values of Islamic
finance that profit is justified when risk
is accepted or shared. In an environment
where capital is in the hands of a few, this
call for entrepreneurial capital is vital to
deliver the intended purpose of finance.
Beyond the traditional credit
intermediation, the Islamic finance industry
in Malaysia has gradually embraced
features of entrepreneurial finance through
a ‘test and learn’ approach, premised on a
sound regulatory framework that provides
certainty of Shariah contracts. A wide
range of Shariah contracts are available in
meeting the diverse needs of businesses.
SMEs can access asset-based and equitybased financial solutions offered by Islamic
financial institutions that complement
the provision of traditional credit. Several
Islamic financial institutions are also now
supporting supply chain finance via digital
platforms to assist SMEs to scale up their
businesses. And the Investment Account
Platform, which was established in 2016,
remains available as another avenue for
fundraising. Through this, RM204 million
[US$50.07 million] [in] funds was raised for
13 listed projects, generating returns for
more than 300 registered investors.
For micro SMEs, in May this year, a
blended finance program called iTEKAD

(which means ‘My determination’), was
introduced by the bank [Bank Islam] in
collaboration with the Islamic finance
industry and a network of implementation
partners. Structured training and
mentorship are part of the program
for these selected entrepreneurs from
the low-income group. The blended
finance program combines social finance
instruments such as Zakat, Waqf and
donation with microfinancing. This
combination of charity and financing
helps reduce the cost of financing while
also providing ‘skin in the game’ in the
venture, both incentivizing success.
More participating banks are expected to
come on board in 2021 to provide a wider
range of solutions and outreach for small
businesses.
Looking ahead at the future needs of
the economy, in an environment where
households and firms are already highly
leveraged, entrepreneurial finance needs
to go further. Adding more and more debt
cannot go on forever. This in itself can be
a cause of future crises. There is also the
need to invest to unlock new growth areas.
Frontier activities such as bioengineering,
modern farming and electrification
which are anchored on innovation, new
technologies and experimental business
models will need more risk-absorbent
capital. These are inherently high-risk
activities in which deposit-backed financing
may not be suitable. Expanding the breadth
and depth of equity solutions and providers
in the financial ecosystem is critical to
realize the new economic aspirations.
Such new aspirations could also involve
promoting countercyclical financing or
investment. A perennial challenge of any
crisis and its aftermath is overcoming risk
aversion in extending financing to the
economy. Normal credit intermediation is
not well-positioned for this. Perhaps it is
time to consider entrepreneurial finance,
[and] risk-reward sharing solutions of
which Islamic finance has much to offer.
Ladies and gentlemen,
As concluding words, the theme of this
gathering could not be more apt. A revisit
to the fundamental values in Islamic
finance could be a renewed opportunity
for Islamic finance to be more inclusive,
responsible, ethical and impactful. To
achieve a sustainable economic recovery
amid extraordinary uncertainties will
require sound thinking and resolve. This
gathering of minds, InshaAllah, will
surface new ideas to take us forward. To
all participants, I wish you a productive
week ahead.
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RETURN TO FACTORY SETTINGS: THE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
A BACK-TO-BASICS APPROACH AND HOW ISLAMIC FINANCE
CAN AND WILL FLOURISH
The world has changed. How our industry - Islamic banking, finance and asset management - chooses to respond to
these changes may be a generation-defining moment. How are we as an industry mobilizing and adapting to address
the imminent challenges of the real economy, and provide not just liquidity support but solvency support to the vital
SME and corporate sector? How do we change the risk appetite of Shariah compliant investors, asset owners and
asset managers for the good of the real economy? Are Islamic banks and asset managers using this opportunity to
adequately address important initiatives such as responsible finance and financial inclusion? How can the core values
of Islamic finance be further applied to sustainable and socially responsible finance and investment strategies? We ask
a respected panel for a roadmap to success in times of uncertainty, challenge and change.

YOUR PANEL

MOHAMMAD FAIZ AZMI
Executive Chairman, PwC, Malaysia

AHMAD SHAHRIMAN MOHD SHARIF
CEO, CIMB Islamic

MAYA KAMDANI
Director, Head of Marketing and Product
Development, BNP Paribas Asset
Management
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EQHWAN MOKHZANEE
CEO, AmBank Islamic

REJINA ABDUL RAHIM
Managing Director and Country Head
Malaysia, Nomura Asset Management
Malaysia
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IFN ASIA: A WORLD IN FOCUS
Anchoring major players such as Malaysia and Indonesia, the Asian Islamic capital market
has long led the global industry, not only in size, but also in innovation and diversification.
Home to numerous other ambitious regional players such as Pakistan, Bangladesh,
Singapore, the Maldives and Sri Lanka, the Asian continent is riding high in the field
of Islamic finance and attracting the interest of a multitude of global investors. On the
24th–26th November 2020, the legendary IFN Asia Forum took to the stage in a unique new
format, bringing together some of the most illustrious names across the industry in a threeday online event that explored some of the most exciting opportunities — and biggest
challenges — facing the industry today. LAUREN MCAUGHTRY writes.

Adnan Zaylani Mohamad Zahid, an
assistant governor of Bank Negara
Malaysia, delivered the keynote
address on the first day of the event.
“A hopeful person sees opportunity in
every difficulty,” he began, kick-starting
the event with an optimistic outlook
despite the global financial, social,
cultural and political pressures that
have accompanied the unprecedented
coronavirus pandemic as it swept the
globe. “Revitalizing the economy is
becoming an increasingly pressing
imperative,” he insisted. “At some
point, we need to replenish our buffers
and rebuild our resilience.” The IMF has
estimated that the cost of the pandemic
to the global economy will reach US$28
trillion by 2025, a staggering figure.
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Nevertheless, global economic activity
has in fact shown some improvement, and
there is hope ahead, although the road
remains challenging. “Coupled with this
is the need to address the environmental
challenge,” warned Adnan. “Moving
forward, these two ‘C’s’, COVID-19 and
climate change, will weigh heavily on
us, and striking a better balance will be
important in striving for a sustainable
recovery.”
Islamic finance has much to offer in this
ambition. Its moral and ethical values
look beyond profits to consider issues of
public interest, transparency and good
governance, inclusion and sustainability.
“Traditional finance, after any crisis, tends
to reflect exactly on these

"Moving forward, these
two ‘C’s’ COVID-19 and
climate change, will
weigh heavily on us, and
striking a better balance
will be important in
striving for a
sustainable
recovery"
– Adnan
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issues, which has led to the embracing
of aspirations such as stakeholder
capitalism, sustainability, or more
recently, the proposition of a kind of
reset for the global economic system
to deal with the current finances.
Islamic finance already has much of
these embedded,” pointed out Adnan.
His speech covered the importance of
value-based intermediation financing,
as promoted by Bank Negara Malaysia,
along with insights into the importance
of a wide range of innovative Islamic
solutions, the growth of fintech in the
sector, and the growth of digital supply
chain finance to help SMEs scale up their
business.
“The theme of this gathering could not
be more apt,” Adnan stressed. “A revisit
to the fundamental values of Islamic
finance could be a renewed opportunity
for Islamic finance to be more inclusive,
responsible, ethical and impactful. To
achieve a sustainable economic recovery
amid extraordinary uncertainty will
require sound thinking and resolve. This
gathering of minds will surface new ideas
to take forward.”

Return to factory settings
The first session of the week brought
together a host of Malaysia’s most
influential practitioners to discuss
the opportunities for a back-to-basics
approach: and how Islamic finance as
an industry can mobilize and adapt to
address the imminent challenges of
the real economy, providing not just
liquidity but solvency support to the
vital SME and corporate sector. How do
we change the risk appetite of Shariah
compliant investors, asset owners and
asset managers for the good of the real
economy, and are Islamic banks and
asset managers using this opportunity to
adequately address important initiatives
such as responsible finance and financial
inclusion? The panel discussed in detail
these challenging questions, with the goal
of hammering out a roadmap to success
in these strange times of uncertainty,
challenge and change.
“There is clearly a call for a
resetting of sorts,” confirmed
host Mohammad Faiz Azmi,
the executive chairman of
PwC in Malaysia. “So
what can Islamic finance
do to help achieve that?”
Eqhwan Mokhzanee, CEO of AmBank
Islamic, shared his thoughts on what
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a back-to-basics approach might
actually entail. He pointed out the
traditional roles of banks, which
are threefold: conserving value
(when you deposit money with
them), the deployment of excess
capital (providing liquidity, loans
and financing) and facilitating
transactions. “Of course financial
institutions have evolved, and a number
of sophisticated instruments have come
about,” he noted. “It begs the question
now whether banks actually serve the
needs of their consumers and of society,
or whether they really serve the needs of
bankers themselves. Do banks need to
go back to basics? In a single world: yes.
We have seen extreme poverty taking
shape through the COVID-19 crisis, and
this is where banks, and especially Islamic
banks, really need to come to the fore and
mobilize liquidity and solvency support.”

"The background of
COVID-19 has thrown
us into the deep end and
shown us what we need
to change. We’ve been
a bit slow in embracing
and dealing with the
idea of social financing,
especially in
Malaysia"
– Rejina

Ahmad Shahriman Mohd Sharif, CEO
of CIMB Islamic, agreed with the
back-to-basics approach, and gave a
detailed outline of what CIMB Islamic
has been doing in this regard. “We
are deconstructing the way that we
do business,” he explained. “The first
element is going small. Banks are often
criticized that our appetite for smaller
customers is lower. The second is to
review how we approve getting financing
to people beyond the traditional credit
scoring means. A lot of people
are losing their jobs because of
COVID-19 and even if they get
re-employed again, many will
be self-employed — this is a
new economy where we no
longer have the ability to

rate credit based on payroll. On the SME
side, it’s about rebuilding global trade
links — the global markets have changed,
starting with the trade war between
the US and China, but also COVID-19
has destroyed supply chains all over the
world.” CIMB has been working on the VBI
approach, also using new channels such
as Zakat funds and working with credible
partners in order to make sure financing
is allocated and accessible where it is
needed.
Rejina Abdul Rahim, the managing
director and country head of Malaysia
of Nomura Asset Management
Malaysia, turned the conversation to
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) and Shariah — and explained that
Malaysia had some catching up to do. “On
the local side, there is a lot of catching up
that we need to do,” she stressed. “The
background of COVID-19 has thrown us
into the deep end and shown us what
we need to change. We’ve been a bit
slow in embracing and dealing with the
idea of social financing, especially in
Malaysia. But looking at the local asset
management industry, what is really
interesting is that Waqf and Zakat is now
being utilized much more. The Waqf unit
trust is a very new concept — the SC
[Securities Commission Malaysia] has only
just released its guidelines in November,
up till now there have been no Waqf
features on the unit trust side. This is very
different from Indonesia, which came out
with a Waqf unit trust back in 2004. This is
definitely an area of opportunity, and it is
clear that the Malaysian industry needs to
catch up. In other markets, the idea of SRI
and sustainable investing is a must, and
if you don’t have an ESG element to your
investment process, you won’t even be
considered for any RFP.”
Maya Kamdani, the
director and head of
marketing and product
development at
BNP Paribas Asset
Management in
Indonesia, added that the world is
changing — investors are now increasingly
connecting their emotions and values
to their purchases, including where they
want to put their money. “This is why we
combine both ESG and Shariah into our
investment solutions,” she explained.
“Shariah principles are not just for the
Muslim population. Our challenge is
how to make people relate to these
principles, and it’s all about awareness
and education.”
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Back to basics means going back to the core values. It is a timely conversation as COVID-19 has given a chance to reset the industry. The industry in
Malaysia is lagging in innovation. Waqf unit trust guidelines were issued in early November, providing an opportunity with the need
to leverage on tech more. The performance of Shariah funds is better than conventional for equities year-to-date but may not be
the case in the longer time frame. Opportunity abounds but fund managers’ ability to innovate is also bound by regulations, thus
affecting the time to market which is something e-commerce players are not subject to.
Rejina Abdul Rahim is the managing director and country head of Malaysia at Nomura Asset Management Malaysia.
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DISCUSSION INTRODUCTION

PUTTING ISLAMIC FINANCE TO WORK: CAPITAL MARKETS,
SUSTAINABLE & GREEN INITIATIVES
In the shadow of 2020 events, what role can social, pandemic and disaster recovery bonds play and how can Islamic
finance solutions feature? In times of stress do Sovereign and corporate Sukuk offer some semblance of stability?
What performance measurement tools and techniques are available to investors, and what do these tools tell us
about current and imminent market conditions? What Shariah compliant funding options do Malaysian Islamic
financial institutions have for satisfying regulatory capital and liquidity requirements, particularly in a stressed
environment? How can Sustainable Development Goal 3 – promoting health and wellbeing – be made an achievable
priority and what do SDG bonds, and potentially SDG Sukuk, offer? Beyond credit, what types of new vehicles will
feature in the financing of sustainable, social, humanitarian projects and what do Islamic finance structures offer?
Are ratings, disclosure, reporting, regulatory frameworks and screening among the most significant changes facing
sustainable finance and investment today, and how has the sector responded? Finally, where will we see examples of
overlap and cooperation between Islamic finance and green and sustainable finance initiatives? We seek the views of
an expert panel.

YOUR PANEL

AZLEENA IDRIS
Director, Corporate Services, PayNet

ANGELINE CHOO
Head of Southeast Asia and Greater
China, S&P Dow Jones Indices

KATHERINE LIM
Manager, Sustainable Finance
Engagement, WWF-Malaysia
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BILAL PARVAIZ
Director, Islamic Business and Head
Product Management, Standard
Chartered Saadiq

NORAIZAT SHIK AHMAD
General Manager, Islamic Capital Market
Development, Securities Commission
Malaysia

CHUNG CHEE LEONG
President/CEO, Cagamas

ROSLAN AHMAD
Chief Representative, DDGI
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PUTTING ISLAMIC FINANCE TO
WORK
The second keynote was given by Muhamad Umar Swift,
CEO of Bursa Malaysia, who highlighted the importance
of collaboration. “Only through the collective involvement
of industry participants can we refine the Islamic finance
agenda for tomorrow. The COVID-19 challenge has
presented an unprecedented challenge. We need to rethink
our relationship with the planet, and sustainably rebuild
the nation for the benefit of future generations. Around
the world, policies are shifting toward ensuring sustainable
development in efforts to achieve economic prosperity,
hence we are slowly seeing the synergy between Islamic
finance, ESG and sustainability gaining significant traction
across the global financial landscape.”
Bursa Malaysia has pledged its
commitment to the UN Sustainable
Stock Exchange Initiative, which
aims to integrate global best
practice in the marketplace, and
it continues to engage with other
international exchanges, investors,
regulators and policymakers to shape the
sustainability agenda for the Malaysian
capital markets. “To connect Islamic
finance with the sustainability agenda,
a strategic approach is needed to raise
awareness, set out opportunities it
presents and identify barriers that prevent
its further development,” Muhamad
stressed. “As we transition into a new
normal, the role of Islamic finance as
providers of socially responsible capital
needs to be harnessed to contribute to
the overall sustainability agenda.”
The second day focused on Malaysia’s
capital markets, especially around
green and sustainable initiatives.
It explored the role that could be
played by social, pandemic and
disaster recovery bonds and how
Islamic finance solutions could
feature. It explored the landscape for
Sukuk, and looked at what performance
measurement tools and techniques are
currently available to investors, and what
new vehicles might feature in the financing
of sustainable, social and humanitarian
projects.
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“We are living in unprecedented
times,” said moderator Azleena Idris,
the director of corporate services at
PayNet. “How can we put Islamic
finance to work?”
Noraizat Shik Ahmad, the general manager
of Islamic capital market development at
the SC, outlined what the SC is doing within
the sustainable and socially responsible
investment space, and the numerous
initiatives that are underway through the
country’s sustainable and responsible
investment (SRI) framework. “The
framework is a significant milestone
in terms of product innovation,” he
stressed. Talking about the growth in
green and SRI Sukuk, he noted that
the regulator was keen for issuers to
appoint external reviewers for their
deals, in order to give more credibility to
the Sukuk. “We take note that the costs
may be high, so to encourage it we
have set up a RM6 million [US$1.47
million] grant to help with the costs of
SRI Sukuk.”
Chung Chee Leong, the
president and CEO of
Malaysia’s mortgage corporation
Cagamas, the largest cumulative
issuer of Sukuk in the country, noted
that when he talks to investors
in Europe and across the world,
they are increasingly interested

in sustainability and ESG. The
firm came up with a sustainable
bond and Sukuk framework,
formalized in 2019, to reaffirm
its mission to support affordable
home ownership through
sustainable development and to
promote the UN Sustainable Development
Goals, particular No 11 around sustainable
city building. Chung explained the
importance of green and sustainable
bond standards in providing a robust
foundation for issuers to feel
confident moving into sustainable
debt issuance. He also pointed
out that in some countries, green
bonds achieve lower yields than
ordinary issuances, which can
translate into a lower cost of
borrowing for the end house buyer, offering
a commercial as well as a moral benefit.

"Malaysia continues to
be at the forefront of
green Sukuk issuance,
and we are glad to
see that on top of
the issuers, there is
also strong demand
coming from the
marketplace
itself"
– Choo

Angeline Choo, the head of Southeast Asia
and Greater China at S&P Dow Jones
Indices, gave a broad perspective
from a ratings angle, and explained
that the trend for sustainable capital
markets is growing. “Malaysia
continues to be at the forefront
of green Sukuk issuance,
and we are glad to see that
on top of the issuers, there is
also strong demand coming
from the marketplace itself.
This will definitely develop
further.” Most green deals
have not yet reached a big enough size to
be included in the US dollar Dow
Jones Sukuk Index. “But given
the success and the rapid growth,
we do expect larger deals to
start emerging, especially from
Malaysia and Indonesia.” she
noted.
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Islamic finance is proving to be a viable option amid this global health crisis. Cagamas raised RM450 million (US$110.26 million)-worth of ASEAN
Sustainability SRI [sustainable and responsible investment] Sukuk (SRI Sukuk) and Islamic medium-term notes (IMTNs) that were oversubscribed 3.5
times and priced 2bps tighter than the IMTN. The SRI Sukuk focused on financing affordable housing, an SDG [sustainable development goal] No 11
target. Solid, facilitative regulatory foundations developed by the Securities Commission Malaysia (SC) with tax incentives and grants facilitated 11 SRI
issuances since.
The SC’s SRI roadmap developed last year provides insights on the future direction of the Malaysian capital market. The rebound after market
disruption in March was seen to be favoring the Shariah compliant asset classes. As at October, global Shariah equity indices had an over 11% positive
variance compared to conventional and Dow Jones Islamic Market had a larger variance at over 12%.
The Dow Jones Sukuk indices had tripled in value and constituents, surpassing the US$100 billion mark in July with 92 issuances. Infusing sustainability
with finance, WWF worked with 48 banks in 11 countries on sustainable banking and noted that Malaysian banks occupy the top five positions and a
Malaysian bank was also the most improved bank.
Studies by Standard Chartered (which started the journey in 1997) reveal increasing interest in going green and sustainable
investing/financing. Traceability to sustainable sources in the supply chain is among the focus, which was a chief reason for DDCAP
Group embarking on a journey to realize sustainable responsible actions. As more businesses transition to become sustainable,
transition financing or Sukuk financing are expected to gain momentum in the near future.
Azleena Idris is the director of corporate services at PayNet.

PRE-EVENT CONTACT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE EVENT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE SPEAKERS

24%

23%

39%

48% Good | 28% Average

41% Good | 36% Average

44% Good | 17% Average

Excellent

Excellent

DELEGATES WHO WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND IFN ASIA FORUM 2021

Excellent

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN
Delegates

78%
Yes

22%

Speakers

No

5% 95%
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25thOVERVIEW
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DELEGATE JOB TITLE BREAKDOWN

26

11

%

%

Board Level Management

Senior Management

25

%

Management

16

22

%

Executive

%

Others

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN (INTERNATIONAL & LOCAL)

79%

21%

Local

International

SESSION EVALUATION

PUTTING ISLAMIC FINANCE TO WORK: CAPITAL MARKETS,
SUSTAINABLE & GREEN INITIATIVES

Good

Excellent
Average

22%
www.redmoneyevents.com

65%

13%
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26th November 2020

DISCUSSION INTRODUCTION

ISLAMIC FINTECH: IS WHAT WE DID YESTERDAY SUFFICIENT
FOR TOMORROW?
Given its unique service proposition, has Shariah compliant financial technology fulfilled its undoubted potential? Has
Islamic FinTech successfully leveraged on its significant and genuine comparative advantage, and if not, why not?
What of Islamic FinTech’s readiness, suitability and agility to address and offer solutions to market-driven problem
statements? Can Islamic FinTech build on its strengths in alternative funding channels such as P2P, as well as other
initiatives designed to foster financial inclusion? If so, what does the next generation Islamic FinTech look like, how
is it funded, managed and regulated, and how does it scale? What of activities such as Islamic WealthTech, PropTech
and InsurTech? Will they ever reach scalability and be accessible by the masses? Times of significant volatility and
change offer us a rare opportunity for such self-examination, which we do through an expert panel.

YOUR PANEL

ELAIN LOCKMAN
Co-Founder and Director, ATA PLUS

DR BELLO LAWAL DANBATTA
Secretary-General, Islamic Financial
Services Board (IFSB)

BIKESH LAKHMICHAND
CEO, 1337 Ventures

NORHIZAM KADIR
Vice-President, Fintech and Islamic
Digital Economy Malaysia Digital
Economy Corporation (MDEC)

NORITA JA’AFAR
CEO, TFX Islamic

RAHEEL IQBAL
Managing Partner, Codebase
Technologies

www.redmoneyevents.com
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26th November 2020

FINTECH FOCUS
The theme of the third and final day centered around Islamic
fintech, with the theme of: ‘Is What We Did Yesterday
Sufficient for Tomorrow?’

The conversation asked whether Shariah
compliant financial technology had yet
fulfilled its undoubted potential, and
looked at whether Islamic fintech was
ready, suitable and agile enough to
address and offer solutions to marketdriven problems, building on its strengths
in alternative funding channels such as
peer-to-peer, as well as other initiatives
designed to foster financial
inclusion. It explored what
the next generation of
Islamic fintech might look
like, how it might be
funded, managed and
regulated, and how it
should scale.
Host Elain Lockman, the co-founder and
director of ATA PLUS, one of Malaysia’s first
online equity crowdfunding platforms, was
joined by a distinguished panel including
Dr Bello Lawal Danbatta, the secretarygeneral of the IFSB, who stressed
the importance of Islamic fintech
and highlighted the need for firm
regulation to direct the sector.
“Many market players used to see

www.redmoneyevents.com

"Many market players
used to see fintech
as disruptive, but the
efforts of regulators to
harness its potential
through initiatives such
as accelerators and
sandboxes has been
really transformative"
– Dr Bello

fintech as disruptive, but the efforts of
regulators to harness its potential through
initiatives such as accelerators and
sandboxes has been really
transformative, and this is
what has pushed us to where
we are today,” he pointed
out.

The panel drew on the
experiences from a wide
range of movers, shakers and
innovative entrepreneurs in the
Islamic fintech space, including
Bikesh Lakhmichand, CEO of techfocused accelerator and venture capital
firm 1337 Ventures; Norhizam Kadir, the
vice-president of fintech and Islamic digital
economy at the Malaysia Digital Economy
Corporation; Norita Ja’afar,
CEO of Malaysia-based
fintech firm TFX Islamic,
which recently launched
an Islamic supply chain
finance platform targeting
SMEs; and Raheel Iqbal, the
managing partner at global
open API banking solutions
provider Codebase Technologies.
To hear their insights, to dive further into
these detailed discussions and to
access the full complimentary
content from this unique and
market-leading event, listen to the
event recordings at www.
redmoneyevents.com.
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PRE-EVENT CONTACT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE EVENT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE SPEAKERS

24%

20%

24%

48% Good | 28% Average

45% Good | 35% Average

52% Good | 24% Average

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

DELEGATES WHO WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND IFN ASIA FORUM 2021

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN
Delegates

27%

73%
Yes

Speakers

No

7% 93%
DELEGATE JOB TITLE BREAKDOWN

21

%

Board Level Management
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9

%

Senior Management

28

%

Management

18

24

Executive

Others

%

%
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26thOVERVIEW
November 2020

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN (INTERNATIONAL & LOCAL)

75%

25%

Local

International

SESSION EVALUATION

ISLAMIC FINTECH: IS WHAT WE DID YESTERDAY
SUFFICIENT FOR TOMORROW?

Good
Excellent
Average

33%
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45%

22%
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IFN Podcasts NOW available everywhere

IFN OnAir Podcasts allow you to gain expert insights into Islamic finance
from around the globe. With your interest and convenience in mind, IFN
OnAir Podcasts are now available on your favorite platforms.

LISTEN NOW
www.islamicfinancenews.com

Follow us to be the first to receive our latest IFN Podcasts

th
24
COMPANIES
NovemberLIST
2020

90 North Real Estate Partners
Ableace Raakin
Abrar Consult
Ace Holdings
Adnan Sundra & Low
Affin Bank
Affin Islamic Bank
Agrobank
AI Future Asia
Aimee & Zaim Arif
Airestec
Airtel Nigeria
Al Qasimia University
Al Rajhi Bank Malaysia
Alliance Islamic Bank
Amanah Islamic Bank
Ambank
AmFunds Management
Amundi Aalam
Apping Technology
AR Consultancy
AS - Salihin Trustee
Asap Wealth Consultancy
Association of Commercial Diplomats
Ata Plus
Attorney General’s Chambers
Ausscar Financial Group
Bagau Construction
Bait Al_Mashura
Bakertilly
Bank Islam
Bank Muamalat Malaysia
Bank Negara Malaysia
Bank Rakyat
Bank Syariah Mandiri
Bath University
Big Venture Capital
BIMB Investment Management
Bioeconomy Corporation
Bllida University
BNP Paribas
BNP Paribas AM Indonesia
BNP Paribas Asset Management Malaysia
BNP Paribas Malaysia
Bond Pricing Agency Malaysia
BTI Tech
Bursa Malaysia
Cagamas
Camfil Malaysia
Capital Markets Malaysia
Cathect
CDP Hong Kong
Central Bank of Tunisia
Christopher Joseph & Associates
CIMB Islamic
Citibank
City University
Codebase Technologies
Community & Social Development
Community Marketplace Technology
Coway Malaysia
Darulfunun Foundation
DDCAP Group
Dubai Islamic Bank
Eastspring Al-Wara Investments
Eastspring Investments
Eiger Trading Advisors
ELC Data
Ericsson
Ethis Ventures
Etiqa Family Takaful
Fariz Halim & Co
Ferrier Hodgson
Finance Accreditation Agency
Financial Planning Association
FINEOPOLIS Consulting
Fintech Capital Group
FLOTRIM
FTI Consulting

www.redmoneyevents.com

Geneva School of Business & Economic
Global Compact Network Malaysia
GMX Capital Group
Habib Bank
Herbert Smith Freehills
Hifdzi Salmiah Kee Hanisah
Hong Leong Investment Bank
HSBC Amanah
HSBC Amanah Malaysia
IAID Ciamis
IBC Assets
ICD IDB Group
ICE Systems
IIB Ventures
IIUM IIBF
IJM Corporation
INCEIF
Initiative for Governance
INTEC Education College
Intel Aspire Minds
Internal Auditor
International Islamic Liquidity
International Islamic University (IIUM)
International Shariah Research
International University of Malaya-Wales
Intersoft
Iran Fara Bourse
Iris Mustashar Consultancy
Islamic Development Bank ICIEC
Islamic Financial Services Board
IslamicMarkets.com
ISMS
ISRA Consulting
ITFC - IsDB Group
Japan Research Institute
Jezzelton Enterprise
Joseph & Co
K B Ung Services
Kanzun Ventures Management
Kenanga Investment Bank
Khazanah Nasional
KIC Resource
KSK Group
Kumpulan Wang Persaraan
Kuwait Finance House
Lee Hishammuddin
Lohasow Enterprise
London Met
M M Enterprise
Madugu Help Foundations
Malaysia Digital Economy Corporation
(MDEC)
Malaysian Institution of Accountants
Management & Science University
Manulife Holdings
Manulife Insurance
Marteology Hub
Masrab Trading
Masryef Management House
Maybank Islamic
MBSB Bank
MBT Consulting
Mediagate Technology
Metco Trans
Midas Capital Alliance
MIDF
MIGHT
Millennium Information Solutions
MSC Cyberport
MUFG Bank (Malaysia)
Muslims School Proprietors Association
Naliv Capital
Newbury Consulting
Nomura Islamic
NRG Wireless
Olivestouch Technologies
Opus Asset Management
Paritet
PayNet Malaysia

PB Trustee Services
Pemandu
Permodalan Nasional (PNB)
Pertubuhan Peladang Kebangsaan
Phillip Capital
Phillip Mutual
Phillip Wealth Planners
PMB Investment
PMCC Corporation
PNM Investment Management
Prasarana Malaysia
Principal Asset Management
Profinch solution
Prokhas
PT IIF
Pubali Bank
Putra Business School
PwC Consulting
QFC Regulatory Authority
Rahmat Lim & Partners
Rakuten Trade
RHB Investment Bank
RHB Islamic Bank
S&P Dow Jones Indices
SAL Group
Sarawak Energy
SBI Islamic Fund II
SBI Ventures Malaysia
SC Malaysia
SCB Malaysia
Securities Commission Malaysia
Self Empolyed
Selim Megatama Group
Serba Dinamik Holdings
SHAPE Knowledge Services
Sharia Law
SIDREC
Silver Ridge
SKVE Holdings
Social Islami Bank
Socially Responsible Investing
Squire Patton Boggs
STAIN Bengkalis
Standard Chartered Bank
Starterpod
Sumitomo Mitsui Bank, Malaysia
SunTrust Bank
TA Securities Holdings
Tael
Teguh Konsult S
Tenaga Nasional (TNB)
Thandinvest Malaysia
Thye & Associates
TM Malaysiia
TriAset
Twin Pavillion Properties
UGL
Umison Construction
Universal Abrasivindo Indonesia
Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Universiti Teknologi Mara
Universiti Tenaga Nasional
University College Sedaya International
University Malaysia Perliis
University of Malaya
University of Science Malaysia
University of Warwick
University Sultan ZainalAbidin
UOB Islamic Asset Management
Vision4ward Ventures
W&Y Enterprise
Wahed Invest
Warba Bank KSCP
WM & Co
Yong Agency
Zamzam Bank
Zaryah Investment Company
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